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Why blockchain is a 
natural fit for the 
commercial insurance  
and reinsurance industry
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Insurance is one of multiple business sectors 
which will see profound changes to its 
operational processes driven by blockchain and 
distributed ledger technology. 

While these technologies have existed for more 
than a decade, an increasing need to reduce the 
expense base and increase operational efficiency 
across the insurance sector is now driving 
increased awareness of the role these tools can 
play in the industry. 

We are frequently asked what advantages blockchain 
solutions have over more traditional tools. The answer is that 
there are many, ranging from delivering increased efficiency 
and expense savings in the near term, to long-term growth 
opportunities through creating new business networks.

The initial benefits will be felt by early adopters within the 
industry that have long-term trading arrangements, where 
the use of blockchain can strip cost out of transactions and 
boost efficiency across distribution chains.

Participants in the transaction will gain a competitive 
advantage through a reduction in expenses and processing 
times, including the time it takes to settle claims.  
Blockchain-based solutions will help develop and bring  
new products to market.

The cost savings presented by blockchain technologies 
can facilitate the growth of an insurer’s customer base, 
with business volumes and revenues rising compared with 
competitors using traditional distribution methods.

For early adopters, a further opportunity will arise through 
linking new organisations and sectors across different value 
chains. From an insurance company perspective, these links 
may be with sectors such as manufacturing, transport, or 
finance, ultimately creating potential for new business models 
and sources of revenue. 

Those who are innovators in blockchain use in the  
insurance sector will be the likely beneficiaries of this more 
disruptive change.

The natural fit
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Why such a major impact?

The significance of this technology is that it provides a 
solution to one of the last constraints to conducting business. 
Transactions require timely, trustworthy and consistent 
information exchange between the trading counterparties, 
and blockchain technologies provide this without the need for 
intervention of a third party to provide a point of trust.   

A business network or ecosystem will comprise many 
separate entities wishing to trade with each other, and the 
challenge historically has been one of communication 
between counterparties situated in different locations.

The historical solution has been to create a physical 
marketplace, such as Lloyd’s of London, which then 
introduced the first limitation: you must travel to the market 
to transact business.

This gave power to the owner of the market in organising 
and controlling the commerce conducted within, as well as 
providing ‘value added services’ to participants.

Historical marketplace transition

The advent of modern communications began with the 
electronic telegraph before eventually evolving into the 
internet, making physical separation much less of an issue. 

But as markets evolve from physical to virtual entities, there 
remains a need to record transactions, hold data about them 
and enforce controls where appropriate.

Even as markets evolve from physical entities to virtual 
networks, the forces of centralisation still remain from an 
organisational and information perspective.

Present marketplace

This is broadly the position in today’s economy. Many 
financial markets are now entirely virtual except for the 
payments element, while online markets such as Amazon 
and eBay have emerged as entirely virtual entities except  
for the fulfilment of transactions, in these cases payments 
and goods.

What these markets have in common is that they have 
experienced massive growth in business trading volumes and 
unit operating costs.

Insurance markets are among those that have struggled to 
fully transition towards the e-trading model.

While counterparties in insurance transactions do 
increasingly use technology to transmit information, whether 
by email, electronic messaging or other tools, to date there 
have been limited efficiency gains through the deployment of 
technology in operational processing.

Instead, manual processing and data entry remains a 
common cause of high frictional costs. Even in the London 
market, where some elements of central processing have 
now been adopted, this remains the case. 

A virtual insurance market sees each of the participants’ data 
sitting alongside their competitors’, which is then managed 
by a central party with access to all of the data. This raises 
the question of who owns the data, has access to it and how 
securely that data is maintained. 

Alongside the natural concerns about security, participants 
have to ensure that they invest in maintaining their internal 
systems in alignment with the central repository, its rules and 
processes, and shoulder any costs that this creates.

However, the use of blockchain technology and the signficiant 
improvements in data quality it brings, offers a solution to the 
centralisation of information within a market.

Individual marketplace 
(London coffee houses)

Physical marketplace 
(The Stock Exchange and Lloyd’s 
of London)

Physical marketplace 
(The Stock Exchange and  
Lloyd’s of London) 

Virtual ‘electronic’ marketplace
(The Stock Exchange after  
big bang)



Future marketplace

Blockchain-based systems will remove the need for central 
systems to move information between parties and will 
instead enable the parties not only to share data but also 
share processes, by moving the shared trading information 
directly into the domain and joint-control of market 
participants. This will result in a single version of the truth.

Blockchain technology, gives participants access to their 
transactional data which can then be more easily integrated 
with their own systems. This forms part of their own internal 
system environment and serves as a data repository, 
a means of communication between participants in a 
transaction and a means of processing that information 
for shared activities, such as confirming payments or a 
commercial agreement. 

Longer-term, this technology will replace the need for some 
internal systems as there will no longer be a need to replicate 
and reconcile data with a central market repository’ or other 
forms of communicated data.  

Blockchain technology also provides security for participants 
in a transaction. Information is synchronised with that of  
the counterparties to any deal, and cannot be changed 
without detection. Participants can control all their 
information with no third parties able to access or use this 
data without their consent.

The technology also opens doors to future growth. 
Blockchain platforms such as Corda are open source and 
designed to be flexible, creating the potential for participants 
to trade with other business networks or organisations.

For markets that do not have end-to-end e-trading platforms, 
blockchain provides a more efficient and cost-effective 
alternative to centralised platforms.  The increased reliability 
and certainty of data, has the added benefit of smoothing and 
speeding the governance process.

This technology provides a natural fit for business 
coordination across any trading ecosystem, including for 
insurance transactions.
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ChainThat’s platforms are already able to configure, deploy 
and run to support and drive these new ways of working 
across the London and global (re)insurance markets.

Blockchain digital marketplace  


